
Focus on Threshold Tutorial DSA2

Drag your photo onto the page - take note of what is happening in the LAYERS tab on 
the right -

and while the photo is still selected RIGHT CLICK on your mouse and select COPY.

Then RIGHT CLICK AGAIN and select PASTE - see the picture below this is what you 
should be seeing!
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By following the numbers on the picture below you can apply the THRESHOLD command 
to the BOTTOM COPY of your photo.

1. In the LAYERS tab select the bottom copy of your photo.

2. The click on PHOTOLAB.

3. Click on the ADJUSTMENTS tab.

3a. Scroll down and select THRESHOLD.

4. Use the THRESHOLD SLIDER to adjust the black and white areas.

4a. There are other edits you can play with as well  -  click on the little arrows on the 
left to expand.

When you are happy with your Black and White picture click ‘OK’

REMEMBER THIS IS THE BOTTOM COPY OF YOUR PHOTO SO YOU WON’T SEE YOUR 
THRESHOLD EDIT YET!!
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A. Now select the TOP COPY of your photo in the LAYERS tab.

B. Click on the TRANSPARENCY tool (wine glass) and then on the drop down menu 
where it says NONE (top left)

C. Select ELIPSE or RADIAL (these work best for FOCUS highlights)

D. You can move the selected area about to the place on your photo that you want to 
highlight in colour by clicking on the black dot in the centre and dragging

Or

Just click your mouse on the place that you want to highlight in colour and drag out.

Various effects can be achieved by clicking on the lines that radiate from the centre 
black dot and the outer dots - have a play with them!

And there you have your coloured Focus on Threshold
Of course there are lots of other things you can do to enhance the effect  - in the picture 

following I have added a textured background to the page and then applied the 
MULTIPLY blend mode to the BOTTOM copy (the one that has had the THRESHOLD 

treatment)...the white disappears leaving just the black.
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If you want to resize and /or move your pictures don’t forget to GROUP them together first!

Either by holding down the SHIFT key and selecting both image copies via the LAYERS tab

Or

Click and drag out a large rectangle encompassing both images on your page

Click GROUP .
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As you can see the THRESHOLD command turns your photo into a true 
BLACK and WHITE image -  what we normally think of as a Black & White 
photo is actually Grayscale (continuous tones from black to white)!

The trick to making a good Black & White picture is finding the right 
dividing line between what gets interpreted as pure black and pure white 
so your choice of photo and/or further edits will make a big difference to 
the final outcome -  don’t be afraid to play with all those sliders in the 
various sections in the edit pane!

Have Fun

Anne (nannyanne)
x
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